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Kenneth D. Miller beautifully adds to the evidence that simple intuitions
about correlation-based plasticity may lead us astray. InDepartments of Physiology and Otolaryngology
Neuroscience Graduate Program the LGN of the ferret, ON-center and OFF-center inputs
segregate into separate layers during the third postnatalW. M. Keck Center for Integrative Neuroscience
Sloan Center for Theoretical Neurobiology at UCSF week. Blockade of NMDAreceptors prevents this segre-
gation (Hahm et al., 1991), suggesting an activity-depen-University of California
San Francisco, California 94143-0444 dent and correlation-based mechanism. Wong and
Oakley (1996) studied spontaneous bursting activity in
the developing retina. Using calcium imaging, they
found that anatomically identified ON- and OFF-centerThere is abundant evidence that correlation-based rules
cells burst together and indistinguishably before post-of synaptic modification, which lead to the outcome
natal day (P)14. Beginning around P14, however, OFF-“neurons that fire together, wire together,” are followed
center cells come to burst three to four times morein multiple biological systems (Shatz, 1990). Under these
frequently than ON-center cells. Thus, ON- and OFF-rules, synapses that work together are rewarded by be-
center activity patterns become distinguishable just ating strengthened. Mechanisms of such cooperation are
the time at which their axons begin to segregate in thereasonably well understood in the case of NMDA-
LGN.dependent long-term potentiation (LTP) in hippocampus
However, during this period of segregation, the less(Bear and Malenka, 1994). However, synapses also have
frequent ON-center bursts tend to be coincident witha competitive side: when some synapses grow stronger
OFF-center bursts. This raises an obvious question forand prosper, others, which left to themselves would also
a correlation-based rule: if coincident bursting leads tohave strengthened, instead weaken. As an example,
LTP of all the bursting inputs, why don’t ON- and OFF-consider the process of ocular dominance segregation
center neurons wire together? What instead leads to(Miller and Stryker, 1990). Afferents representing the two
a competitive outcome, in which the two input typeseyes are initially intermixed in primary visual cortex, but
segregate onto different postsynaptic cells?then segregate into eye-specific patches through a cor-
Here, I will review theoretical and experimental workrelation-based process. Assuming left eye inputs fire
that allow these results to be addressed without aban-together and right eye inputs fire together, something
doning an explanation in terms of correlation-basedmust prevent both from wiring together on the same
plasticity. More generally, this framework may suggestcells.
directions for experimental work on the relative roles ofIt is often imagined that LTD can account for such
cooperation and competition in correlation-based de-competition, since it provides a mechanism for synaptic
velopment.weakening; but LTD as characterized thus far is not
up to the task. Imagine repeatedly but independently
tetanizing two pathways onto the same postsynaptic Theoretical Approaches to Achieving Competition
Theoretical work on neural development can be brieflytargets in hippocampus, a hippocampal model of affer-
ent segregation. At least in the short term, the times and heuristically summarized as follows (Miller, 1996).
Cooperation and competition among the inputs to aover which LTP and LTD are studied, both pathways
will end up strongly potentiated. Something more com- single cell select the set of inputs received by the cell,
and thus determine receptive field structure. Coopera-plicated is afoot here.
The fact of competition brings up the issue of scale: tion and competition between postsynaptic cells during
correlation-based development determine the arrange-how correlated must neuronal firing be in order for the
neurons to wire together? More generally, which pat- ment or maps of receptive field properties across the
postsynaptic structure. Most theoretical work focusesterns of pre- and postsynaptic activities lead to strength-
ening or weakening of synapses? The answer could on how these processes can account for the specifics
of observed receptive fields and maps. Here, we focusbe an absolute one, determined, for example, by fixed
biophysical requirements for the opening of NMDA re- instead on insights from theory into possible mecha-
nisms of synaptic cooperation and competition.ceptors. But the fact of synaptic competition suggests
that the scale is determined relative to other variables, We begin by considering development of the inputs
to a single cell. Theory currently does not distinguishsuch as the activities of other competing neurons, the
recent history of pre- and postsynaptic activities (termed strongly between alternative mechanisms of coopera-
tion, e.g., correlation-based strengthening and weaken-“metaplasticity” by Abraham and Bear, 1996), or the
current strengths or recent history of the synaptic ing of fixed synapses versus sprouting and retraction
of synapses with correlation-based stabilization or de-weights. Indeed, it seems logical that evolution would
endow a cell with a means of controlling the strength stabilization. If each mechanism can explore the same
set of possible connectivity patterns, each will convergeof the input that it receives, to ensure that it remains
within a meaningful operating range. Such homeostatic to a similar pattern, one which roughly optimizes correla-
tions under rules that define cooperation and compe-control is not a part of our current understanding of LTP
and LTD. tition.
However, theorists have long found it necessary toA recent paper in Neuron (Wong and Oakley, 1996)
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add mechanisms of competition to correlation-based now examine the methods theorists have developed for
achieving competitive outcomes (Miller and MacKay,rules to achieve the outcomes observed biologically (re-
viewed by Miller and MacKay, 1994). Simple correlation- 1994).
Heterosynaptic or Associative LTDbased rules lead to instability, owing to positive feed-
back (input activity drives the postsynaptic cell, causing Heterosynaptic LTD refers to depression of an inactive
synapse owing to the activity of other inputs (y > uy, xi <potentiation, yielding stronger driving of the postsynap-
tic cell, causing more potentiation...). Furthermore, if uix in Equation 1), and associative LTD to the depression
of an active synapse owing to the absence of postsynap-afferents sort out onto different postsynaptic cells, and
if the activity of each afferent is sufficient to achieve tic activity (i.e., y < uy, xi > uix in Equation 1; Linden, 1994;
Huerta and Lisman, 1995; Scanziani et al., 1996; Cum-potentiation, how is it that some afferents (left eye) win
and others (right eye) lose on any given cell? To solve mings et al., 1996). For such LTD to achieve competition,
the synaptic strength lost through LTD must roughlythese problems, correlation-based development typi-
cally must be subject to some constraint, for example, equal the strength gained through LTP. In general, this
is a delicate balance, easily upset by changes in inputconservation of the total synaptic weight onto, or aver-
age activity level of, the postsynaptic cell. activity patterns or by ongoing activity-dependent
changes in synaptic strength. Because of this fragility,Such constraints have one obvious problem: the total
number of synapses and the overall activity levels in it is unlikely that simple correlation-based LTD can ade-
quately explain competition.a tissue typically change greatly during development.
However, overall changes in synapse number are activ- In terms of our simple model, the requirement for
achieving competition through LTD is roughly that inputity independent in several systems (Bourgeois et al.,
1989; Hayes and Meyer, 1989). This suggests that activ- activities have at least as much anticorrelation as corre-
lation: SiCij # 0 for all j. Two simple examples of suchity-dependent processes do not expand or contract the
pool of synaptic resources, but simplyallocate it. Hence, activity patterns are as follows: first, if correlations be-
tween inputs separated by a given distance are positivefor now, we simplify by considering competition for
some fixed level of resources. at short distances but negative at longer distances; and
second, if there are two types of inputs (e.g., ON andTo better understand theoretical approaches, it is
helpful to write simple equations for a plasticity rule for OFF), such that correlations between two inputs of op-
posite type at a given separation are roughly equal anda single postsynaptic cell. Let y be some measure of
the activity of the postsynaptic cell, xi a measure of the opposite to correlations between two same type inputs
at that separation. Both of these are postulated to occuractivity of the ith input, and wi the synaptic weight of
the ith input. The simplest correlation-based equation for among ON- and OFF-center inputs to visual cortex at
the time of simple cell development (Miller, 1994).the change in a synaptic weight, Dwi, per unit time states
that the weight should grow in proportion to the product Rough Conservation of Total Synaptic
Strength on the Postsynaptic Cellof the postsynaptic activity level, y, and the presynaptic
activity level, xi. If we say that y must be above some Conservation of synaptic weight ensures that if some
weights grow, others must correspondingly shrink. Het-threshold level uy to achieve LTP, and otherwise yields
LTD; and allow a similar possibility for xi, then we arrive erosynaptic LTD can achieve this, but only with appro-
priate input correlations, as just discussed. Other mech-at the equation:
anisms include: 1) If the presynaptic threshold uix
Dwi } (y 2 uy)(xi 2 uix) (1) increases sufficiently as the postsynaptic activity, y, or
weight wi (or both) increase, then weight conservationIf both y and xi are above their thresholds, LTP occurs;
can be achieved. This isa “sliding” presynapticplasticityif one is below its threshold and the other above, LTD
threshold: the threshold presynaptic activity level uixoccurs. If both are below their thresholds, this rule would
changes value in response to changes in postsynapticimply that LTP occurs, but this can be ignored; Dwi can activity or weight. 2) Other homeostatic mechanismsgenerally be set to 0 in this case without significantly
might exist that maintain total postsynaptic strengthaltering the developmental outcome.
near some desired level. Examples include competitionWe now introduce a simple linear rule for postsynaptic
among synapses for a finite resource, such as receptorsactivity, given by summing the input activities multiplied
or a trophic factor, cellular control of the number ofby their synaptic weights: y 5 Sj wjxj. Combining these synapses on a cell (e.g., Hayes and Meyer, 1988; Xiongequations, we obtain: Dwi } S j [(xi 2 uix)xj]wj 1 (Terms et al., 1994) along with a limited range of strength for
that don’t depend on w). The main point to notice about
each synapse, or cellular regulation of the overall rates
this equation is the quantity (xi 2 uix)xj that multiplies the of synaptic growth or degradation.
weight wj. We call the average value over time of this Rough Conservation of Mean Postsynaptic Activity
quantity the correlation Cij between the activities of in- If mean postsynaptic activity is maintained near some
puts i and j:
set point, then again an increase in some weights re-
quires corresponding shrinkage in other weights. Activ-Cij 5 k(xi 2 uix)xjl (2)
ity conservation can be achieved in several ways: 1)
Here, angle brackets indicate time averaging. Cij tells If the postsynaptic threshold uy increases faster than
quantitatively how the presence of one synaptic weight, linearly with the average postsynaptic activity kyl (i.e.,
wj, affects the development of another, wi, under the uy } kylp for p > 1), then the synaptic weights of the
correlation-based rule. system will adjust to keep the average postsynaptic
activity near a set point value (Bienenstock et al., 1982).Having defined the basic terms of discussion, we can
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This is a “sliding” postsynaptic plasticity threshold. 2) somewhere. This has an effect very similar to lateral
inhibition and achieves competition between postsyn-If all excitatory synapses onto a cell are strengthened
when the overall activity level of the cell decreases, aptic cells (Miller and MacKay, 1994).
Lee and Wong (1996, Soc. Neurosci., abstract) haveand vice versa (Turrigiano et al., 1996, Soc. Neurosci.,
abstract), then activity conservation can be achieved. demonstrated that several of the simple competitive
models described here can achieve ON/OFF segrega-3) If the excitability of the cell is regulated by activity,
for example, through activity-dependent regulation of tion, using as inputs the spontaneous activity patterns
observed by Wong and Oakley (1996) during P14–P21.intrinsic conductances (LeMasson et al., 1993; Turrigi-
ano et al., 1994), then postsynaptic activity can remain
near some set point. Since the effect of a synaptic con-
Possible Substrates of Competitionductance is weighted by the excitability of the cell, such
A number of recent results provide intriguing evidenceregulation of excitability is functionally similar toactivity-
as topossible mechanisms of competition among inputsdependent weight renormalization. 4) Other homeo-
to a single cell. Scanziani et al. (1996) found that LTPstatic mechanisms might exist that maintain average
of some inputs in hippocampus leads to LTD of inputspostsynaptic activity near some set point, for example,
in a neighboring volume, independently of the voltageactivity-dependent regulation of the amount of trophic
or Ca21 level of the postsynaptic cell. Such widespreadfactor available to synapses.
LTD could, for example, ensure rough conservation ofInterplay of Inhibitory Circuitry
synaptic weight over a postsynaptic cell, if the net in-with These Factors
crease due to LTP were balanced by the net decreaseInhibitory circuitry may play an important role inassocia-
due to LTD. The lack of dependence on postsynaptictive LTD by ensuring that a postsynaptic cell is inhibited
activity might remove some of the fragility associatedwhen certain inputs to that cell are active. Inhibitory
with correlation-based LTD.feedback can also provide an alternative means for ac-
Several homeostatic properties that may be relevanttivity-dependent regulation of the effectiveexcitability of
to synaptic competition have recently been demon-a cell. Finally, inhibitory circuitry, and plasticity thereof,
strated. Theoretical work (LeMasson et al., 1993)could compensate for changes in average input activi-
showed that activity-dependent modification of intrinsicties, for example, by leaving output activities roughly
membrane properties could maintain a neuron in a sta-invariant. This could itself provide a mechanism of com-
ble activity pattern, despite channel turnover, cellpetition (by suppressing, rather than eliminating, the
growth, and other perturbations. Turrigiano et al. (1994)“losing” inputs). This could also strongly interact with
demonstrated that behavior expected from this modelmechanisms that tend to control total postsynaptic
is realized by lobster stomatogastric ganglion neuronsstrength or activity.
in culture. Recently, in studies of cultured neurons fromCooperation and Competition between Different
visual cortex, Turrigiano et al. (1996, Soc. Neurosci.,Postsynaptic Cells
abstract) found that prolonged blockade of activity byJust as the mechanisms of competition among inputs
tetrodotoxin leads to an increase in the amplitude ofto a single cell remain mysterious, so too do the mecha-
CNQX-sensitive miniature synaptic currents (minis),nisms of both cooperation and competition between
while enhancement of activity by blockade of GABA-Apostsynaptic cells. Inter-cell cooperation refers to influ-
inhibition leads to a decrease in mini amplitudes. Theences that lead two cells to develop similar sets of in-
amplitude histograms are shifted multiplicatively, sug-puts; inter-cell competition refers to influences that lead
gesting that synaptic strengths may be increased ortwo cells to develop differing patterns of inputs. A glance
decreased in proportion to their prior values. This wouldat columnar structure in cerebral cortex suggests the
maintain the selectivity of a neuron for different inputexistence of cooperation among nearby cells (e.g.,
patterns, while simply raising or lowering the gain ofwithin 100 mm), and competition among more distant
the neuron’s response. These results may be the firstcells (e.g., at 200–400 mm).
glimpses into a world of homeostatic regulation of elec-Presumably, cooperation occurs through some type
trical properties of neurons and synapses.of positive influences between cells, whether via excit-
Several authors have recently reported circumstancesatory synapses, gap junctions (Peinado et al., 1993),
in which a synaptic plasticity threshold appears toor activity-dependent release and uptake of diffusible
change as a function of the recent history of activityfactors (Schuman and Madison, 1994; Bonhoeffer, 1996;
(Bear, 1995; Abraham and Bear, 1996; Kirkwood et al.,Scanziani et al., 1996). Knowledge of competitive mech-
1996). The presence of a sliding presynaptic or postsyn-anisms is even more vague. Theorists typically assume
aptic plasticity threshold does not imply a competitivea net inhibitory synaptic interaction between tissues
outcome. For example, an oft-studied plasticity rule isseparated by some distance (lateral inhibition). Compe-
the covariance rule:tition can also be achieved by assuming that afferents
with similar mean activities will each project a roughly
Dwi } (y 2 kyl)(xi 2 kxil).equal amount of synaptic strength. For example, there
might be competition within an afferent for a limited
Here, kyl is the average output cell activity, while kxil issupply of vesicles or transmitter, or total projected syn-
the average activity of the ith input. In this equation,aptic strength might be limited by a trophic factor that
the mean postsynaptic activity kyl constitutes a slidingafferents receive in proportion to their mean activity.
postsynaptic plasticity threshold: it divides LTP fromThen an afferent that projects to some cells must with-
draw from other cells, while every afferent must project LTD for a fixed presynaptic activity level, and it slides
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depending on the history of activity, so that if the post- these mechanisms could achieve competition. Here,
theory can play an important role, as illustrated abovesynaptic cell is activated more often, its plasticity thresh-
old rises accordingly. Similarly, kxil is a sliding presynap- in the assessment of the role of sliding plasticity thresh-
olds. One simple thought experiment, and perhaps atic plasticity threshold. Yet the covariance rule does not
achieve competition (Miller and MacKay, 1994). For a useful actual experiment, is that proposed in the intro-
duction: repeatedly but independently giving LTP-in-sliding plasticity threshold to achieve competition, at
least within the framework of simple plasticity rules, one ducing stimuli to two pathways in a hippocampal slice.
In the short term, both pathways will be potentiated;of the conditions described above must hold: either the
presynaptic threshold must grow with increases in post- perhaps on a longer time scale, mechanisms would be
revealed that would reduce the synaptic strength of onesynaptic activity or in synaptic weight, or a postsynaptic
threshold must increase faster than linearly with the pathway in favor of the other, as in ocular dominance
segregation. Correlation-based learning is only one-halfaverage postsynaptic activity. The sliding thresholds of
the covariance rule meet neither requirement. of the synaptic economy; the relentless drive of competi-
tion must also be understood.The experiments that most directly suggest a sliding
threshold (Bear, 1995; Kirkwood et al., 1996) assess the
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